Red Dragon Divers

Code of Conduct RDD ref:code1a:

Before the Dive

Launch/recovery land site
Minimise overcrowding of sites, prevent equipment spreading
over a wide area.
If possible share transport to the site.
Avoid unnecessary noise or behavior which may cause alarm to others.
Dispose of litter responsibly.
Park with consideration and occupy as minimal parking space as possible.
Please change clothing with modesty.
Familiarise with and observe all bylaws and site management conditions applicable
to the site.

Launch / recovery operations
Avoid obstructing slipways and beach access.
If you identify a problem with the boat at or near the slipway,if possible move
clear of the slipway.
Do not leave diving equipment on or near the slipway.

Launch and recover quickly and safely as possible.
Ready the boat(s) for launch before you enter onto the slipway so keeping
occupation of the slipway to a minimum. Appoint someone to watch the boat and
trailer whilst reversing / maneuvering to avoid collisions and injury.

Observe any site conditions governing such operations.
Launching fees and parking fees may apply, an additional fee for the trailer may
be applicable.

Store trailers in proper parking area.
Do not leave trailers on the beach or at the side of a road, you may be held
liable for any damages / injuries caused by leaving it unattended in a public
area.

Be aware and courteous to other facility users.

Be patient and willing to help others, one good turn deserves another.
Unnecessary shouting, bad language and general rowdy behavior is classed as
antisocial behavior and it attracts the attention of almost everyone. It certainly
attracts the unwanted attention of those who may seek via local authorities to
restrict, or have the activity completely removed from the area.
It is very important therefore that users of the facility carry out their
activities in a polite and considerate manner to maintain a good reputation for
themselves and the sport.

